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Outsunny Hexagon Gazebo Patio Canopy Party Tent Outdoor Garden Shelter w-2 Tier Roof &
Side Panel-Grey

  View Product 

 Code : 84C-052GY

  
 33% OFF   Sale 

£569.99

£379.99 / exc vat
£455.99 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - 2-3 Working Days Delivery

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

PATIO PARTY PAVILION: Sporting a stylish shape and
sleek 2 tier canopy this hexagon gazebo can shelter all
sorts of special events. Set it up as a centrepiece for patio
parties poolside picnics get it out for garden games or
wheel it out for a wedding. Backyard birthdays have never
been so beautiful.
UV PROTECTION: Shade the sun. The protective PA-
coating on the canopy top and sidewalls blocks cancer-
causing UV rays. They also stop sunburns withstands
wind and create a dry water-free area.
OUTDOOR OUTINGS THAT DON'T BITE: Use our patio
gazebo's mesh netting sidewalls to enjoy the breeze
without any rude intruders. Let the good in; keep the bad
out. Keep out wind UV and glare with the included
curtains. 6 zipper mesh nettings and 6 privacy curtains
included.
CATERING CANOPY: Place the permanent gazebo next
to the pool or on the patio and prepare to party. This is the
canopy that can. Offering lots of space to make memories
this hexagon outdoor outings can take any shape.
Romantic and easy on the eyes go all out in the outdoors.
Impress guests; it has a real wow factor for weddings.
MADE WITH OUTDOOR IN MIND: Made with a stable
warp resisting steel frame and waterproof polyester.
Durable enough for repeat use this is a garden gazebo
that can do catering. Featuring 12 support stakes for
mounting it to soft ground and a double vented roof that
redirects wind stay firm against weather and keep your
plans firmly planted. Please remove accumulated snow.
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